


Is our flagship A Series the ultimate luxury sport runabout? Or is it the ultimate luxury small yacht?

As you pull away from the dock and lean back into the form-fitting captain’s chair, that may be the only question you have.

From its strikingly noticeable presence in the water, to its effortless acceleration and intuitive handling, any of our three A 

Series models will willingly transport you to a place where you and your passengers can simply relax and enjoy the ride, 

ready to experience a new round of memorable moments.

The A Series is a superb expression of style and workmanship, from its sleek design, to its handcrafted hull and thoughtfully 

appointed interior. Uniquely balanced and fully refined, the A Series is ready to go wherever your next voyage takes you. 

So, whether you’re a lifelong boater or simply preparing to become one, the A Series stands ready to be your ultimate luxury 

vehicle, no matter how you choose to describe it.

The Ultimate Luxury

For A Series product information, visit 
https://cobaltboats.com/sterndrive/a-series/ 

or scan the QR code above.
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A29 in Sport Navy Exterior with Admiral Blue/Summit Interior

The Ultimate Luxury



Luxury Sport
Experience the handling capabilities of a 29-foot runabout 
while enjoying the space, comfort and style of a premium yacht.

Featuring our innovative, award- 
winning Splash n Stow inflatables 
management system and spacious day 
cabin with head

Being the smallest of Cobalt’s ultimate 

offerings offers its own unique advantage, 

giving the A29 the chance to shine in more 

places, from size-restricted lakes to rivers 

with lower bridge clearances. In every other 

way it’s an A Series throughout, delivering 

style, ride and, above all, luxury at the 

highest level, with rugged, handcrafted 

construction, elegant appointments and a 

surprising range of amenities.

Scan the QR code for A29 information,  or visit 
https://cobaltboats.com/sterndrive/a-series/a29/



A29 in Navy Sport Exterior with Admiral Blue/Summit Interior  •  Length Overall: 29’ 0’’ (8.84 m)  •  Beam: 9’ 0’’ (2.74 m)  •  Dry Weight: 7275 lbs. (3300  kg)  •  Capacity: Yacht Certified

Luxury Sport



Luxury Limo
Close your eyes and imagine all the things you’d expect from a timelessly modern 
cabin cruiser with powerful performance and effortless handling...yes, now you’ve got it.

Hybrid cabin layout for a forward 
berth and bow seating

Our flagship, the A36 is a deluxe luxury 

crossover that delivers the handling 

characteristics of a runabout with the length, 

beam and comfortable ride of a yacht. Ideal 

for a range of family activities, the A36 

blends clean design with an unmatched level 

of performance and luxury appointments. 

Beautiful, elegant, comfortable, ruggedly 

built and exciting to own, the A36 sets the 

standard for luxury boating performance.

Scan the QR code for A36 information, or visit
https://cobaltboats.com/sterndrive/a-series/a36/



A36 in Shale/Knock Out Red Exterior with Tahoe Grey Interior  •  Length Overall: 35’ 11’’ (10.95 m)  •  Beam: 11’ 2’’ (3.40 m)  •  Dry Weight: 16000 lbs. (7257 kg)  •  Capacity: Yacht Certified

Luxury Limo



Luxury Suite
The coveted A36BR pairs timeless luxury with endless opportunities 
to create special moments on the water.

Deep and spacious bow area 
combined with a luxurious cabin 
below the helm

The A36BR, while maintaining the style, 

comfort and luxury amenities of the A36 

coupe, also adds a spacious bow seating 

area to increase passenger capacity. This 

simple change transforms the A36BR, giving 

you the characteristics of a high-capacity 

luxury cruiser, a massive luxury bowrider, an 

accommodating luxury day yacht or a luxury 

performance sport boat, depending on your 

mission for the day.

Scan the QR code for A36BR information, or visit
https://cobaltboats.com/sterndrive/a-series/a36br/



A36BR in Navy/Vibrant Yellow Exterior with Tahoe Grey Interior  •  Length Overall: 35’ 11’’ (10.95 m)  •  Beam: 11’ 2’’ (3.40 m)  •  Dry Weight: 16000 lbs. (7257 kg)  •  Capacity: Yacht Certified

Luxury Suite



Towers & Options
Customize your Cobalt A-Series with the many available options 
and features to make your Cobalt the boat of your dreams.

Towers and Options Pictured:

A. A29 Hard Top - available with white or 
black legs.

B. Folding Aluminum Arch with Bimini 
Top available in black or white.

C. Tonneau and Mooring Covers - for 
bow and cockpit, provides protection 
from elements while allowing interior 
to breath.

D. Premium Bimini Top - available 
with optional Easy Fold mechanism 
allows a stowed bimini to be lowered 
to a trailerable position without 
disconnecting any hardware.

E. Swim Step - a patented Cobalt 
exclusive feature available on all 
models.  
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Your new Cobalt comes with the 

basics of the good life already aboard 

– comfort, convenience, luxury and an 

unmistakable sense of security. Now 

comes the optional equipment to help 

you customize your Cobalt. Go ahead, 

Design your Dream. For a complete 

list of options and standard equipment, 

visit our website at CobaltBoats.com, 

and our Design Your Dream tool.

For Design Your Dream information, visit 
https://cobaltboats.com/design-your-dream/

or scan the QR code above.

The Cobalt Experience
Delivering uncompromising performance, thoughtful innovation, head-turning style, unparalleled craftsmanship and a timeless series of lasting memories, Cobalt Boats has been the 
standard by which day boating has been measured for more than 50 years.

Handcrafted with unmistakable quality, every Cobalt benefits from our long tradition of attention to detail. Incorporating luxury materials, premium components 
and ergonomic design, the true essence of Cobalt is found in the personal satisfaction each of our skilled workers derives from knowing that your dream boat has 
been designed, assembled, tested and quality-checked as if it were their very own. 

You’ll feel it in the ride. You’ll feel it in the handling. But most of all, you’ll feel it in the way you’re welcomed to a higher level of boating satisfaction when you 
step aboard, where each trip becomes a personal voyage of discovery.

Equipment and specifications are subject to change 
without notice. See your Cobalt dealer for details.

PREMIUM SOUND - STANDARD

• Hide-away primary unit

• Remote control at helm and transom

• JL Audio amplifier – up to 1,200 watts

• JL Audio speakers, 1 pair bow, 2 pair cockpit, 1 
pair transom (1 pair hardtop/ coupe top JL Audio 
speakers, 1 pair cabin speakers if equipped)

• JL Audio subwoofer, 10”

PLATINUM SOUND

• Hide-away primary unit

• Remote control at helm and transom

• Roswell amplifier – up to 2,800 watts

• Roswell R1 speakers, 1 pair bow, 2 pair cockpit, 1 
pair transom

• 1 pair tweeters (1 pair hardtop/coupe top, 1 pair 
cabin speakers Roswell R1 speakers, if equipped)

• Roswell R1 subwoofers, 10” or 12” – 2 each

• Speakers are RGB light ready
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Sleek and capable, the R Series was purposefully created to offer performance in a full array of day-boat settings. To that 

point, models range from sleek, stern-drive family runabouts, to boats created for watersports enthusiasts, to boats that offer 

the option of outboard power.

Despite these different intentions, each R Series boat embodies all the virtues that make it a Cobalt, from the clean lines and 

sophisticated shape that stand out in any environment, to handling and a smooth ride that delight captain and passenger 

alike. Add our detailed workmanship and ergonomic deck layouts, and you can see why every R Series model is easy to love, 

and easy to live with.

There’s also one other intrinsic Cobalt value that shines in the R Series: The perfect amount of attitude, to ensure that, no 

matter which configuration you choose, you’ll have a boat that lets enjoy each timeless moment spent on the water.

Performance Standard

For R Series product information, visit 
https://cobaltboats.com/sterndrive/r-series/ 

or scan the QR code above.
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R4 in Pacific Blue/Rich Ebony Exterior with Frost/Slate Interior

Performance Standard



Performance Vehicle
With Cobalt’s timeless design and innovative technology the R4 dominates in 
the water while providing an extraordinary on the water experience.

Classic Cobalt performance, luxury 
and features for families seeking to 
enjoy the day-boating lifestyle

A family-sized sport runabout incorporating 

sleek lines, crisp handling and a range of 

options, the new R4 Sterndrive features a 

24’ 3” length and an 8’ 6” beam, accommo-

dating up to 13 passengers and their gear. 

Unparalleled Cobalt quality and a wealth of 

standard features equip the R4 to deliver the 

ride and performance of your dreams.

Scan the QR code for R4 information,  or visit 
https://cobaltboats.com/sterndrive/r-series/r4/



R4 in Pacific Blue/Rich Ebony Exterior with Frost/Slate Interior  •  Length Overall: 24’ 3’’ (7.39 m)  •  Beam: 8’ 6’’ (2.59 m)  •  Dry Weight: 5290 lbs. (2400  kg)  •  Capacity: 13 persons

Performance Vehicle



Performance Objective
A pure expression of Cobalt’s next generation of style and design, 
the R6 invites you and all your water gear to seize the day.

Agile performance coupled with 
a wealth of features including a 
standard head compartment

Sleek and smooth, the R6 delivers 

excitement and elegance in equal measure. 

At 25’ 9”, the R6 incorporates wrap-around 

yacht-style seating and plenty of room 

for watersports gear, while style, comfort 

and a wealth of features highlight the R6’s 

performance as you whisk your family away 

from the ordinary.

Scan the QR code for R6 information, or visit 
https://cobaltboats.com/sterndrive/r-series/r6/



R6 in Rich Ebony/Frost Exterior with Carmel/Carbon Interior  •  Length Overall: 25’ 9’’ (7.85 m)  •  Beam: 8’ 6’’ (2.59 m)  •  Dry Weight: 5800 lbs. (2631 kg)  •  Capacity: 14 persons

Performance Objective



Performance Upgrade
Not just longer, more spacious, more elegant and more powerful, 
the redesigned R8 delivers on every promise made by its shape, fit and finish.

Luxury runabout with spacious bow, 
cockpit and aft accommodations

At 27’ 10”, the R8 provides room for more 

of everything, with a deeper cockpit and an 

expansive interior that offers plenty of fore 

and aft seating. Combine all this with Cobalt 

handling and quality, and such innovations 

as our patented easy-entry swim step, and 

you have the performance standard for any 

boating excursion.

Scan the QR code for R8 information, or visit 
https://cobaltboats.com/sterndrive/r-series/r8/



R8 in Rich Ebony/Knock Out Red Exterior with Carmel/Carbon Interior  •  Length Overall: 27’ 10’’ (8.48 m)  •  Beam: 8’ 6’’ (2.59 m)  •  Dry Weight: 6400 lbs. (2903 kg)  •  Capacity: Yacht Certified

Performance Upgrade



Performance Art
The R30’s custom craftsmanship beckons passengers to step aboard 
and experience the pinnacle of class and luxury.

Our largest traditional bow rider, 
available with single or twin engines

With its grand cockpit and 30’ 8” length, 

the R30 is a sleek, yacht-certified bow 

rider that captivates with its elegance as 

well as its performance. The R30’s smooth, 

sure handling delivers Cobalt’s legendary 

stand-out ride, and its convertible seating 

and four-person sunpad beckon the entire 

family to stay just a little longer.

Scan the QR code for R30 information, or visit 
https://cobaltboats.com/sterndrive/r-series/r30/ Geneva interior color option shown.



R30 in Sport Navy Exterior with Terra Brown Interior  •  Length Overall: 30’ 8’’ (9.35 m)  •  Beam: 9’ 6’’ (2.90 m)  •  Dry Weight: 7400 lbs. (3354 kg)  •  Capacity: Yacht Certified

Performance Art



Performance Excellence
In a class of its own, the sophisticated R35’s strikingly noticeable presence 
on the water elates and elevates the undeniable sense that you’ve arrived.

Hybrid crossover design with open 
bow and cabin

The largest of the R Series, the 34’ 9” R35 

exceeds expectations when you step aboard, 

from the hydraulic swim platform to the 

cabin’s 9’ sofa that converts to a sleeping 

berth. An open bow hybrid, the R35 boasts 

an array of performance features that make 

it equally comfortable for a day’s outing or a 

week-long cruise.

Scan the QR code for R35 information, or visit 
https://cobaltboats.com/sterndrive/r-series/r35/



R35 in Knock Out Red/Rich Ebony with Terra Brown Interior  •  Length Overall: 34’ 9’’ (10.59 m)  •  Beam: 10’ 7’’ (3.23 m)  •  Dry Weight: 12300 lbs. (5579  kg)  •  Capacity: Yacht Certified

Performance Excellence



Towers & Options
Customize your Cobalt R-Series with the many available options 
and features to make your Cobalt the boat of your dreams.

Towers and Options Pictured:

A. Folding Aluminum Arch with Sunshade 
- available in black or white.

B. Stainless Steel/Aluminum Arch with 
Hard Top and SureShade, available 
with black or white legs.

C. Tonneau and Mooring Covers - for 
bow and cockpit, provides protection 
from elements while allowing interior 
to breath.

D. Premium Bimini Top - available 
with optional Easy Fold mechanism 
allows a stowed bimini to be lowered 
to a trailerable position without 
disconnecting any hardware.

E. Swim Step - a patented Cobalt 
exclusive feature available on all 
models.  
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Your new Cobalt comes with the 

basics of the good life already aboard 

– comfort, convenience, luxury and an 

unmistakable sense of security. Now 

comes the optional equipment to help 

you customize your Cobalt. Go ahead, 

Design your Dream. For a complete 

list of options and standard equipment, 

visit our website at CobaltBoats.com, 

and our Design Your Dream tool.

For Design Your Dream information, visit 
https://cobaltboats.com/design-your-dream/

or scan the QR code above.

The Cobalt Experience
Delivering uncompromising performance, thoughtful innovation, head-turning style, unparalleled craftsmanship and a timeless series of lasting memories, Cobalt Boats has been the 
standard by which day boating has been measured for more than 50 years.

Handcrafted with unmistakable quality, every Cobalt benefits from our long tradition of attention to detail. Incorporating luxury materials, premium components 
and ergonomic design, the true essence of Cobalt is found in the personal satisfaction each of our skilled workers derives from knowing that your dream boat has 
been designed, assembled, tested and quality-checked as if it were their very own. 

You’ll feel it in the ride. You’ll feel it in the handling. But most of all, you’ll feel it in the way you’re welcomed to a higher level of boating satisfaction when you 
step aboard, where each trip becomes a personal voyage of discovery.

Equipment and specifications are subject to change 
without notice. See your Cobalt dealer for details.

STANDARD SOUND

• Hide-away primary unit

• Remote control at helm (transom remote 
optional)

• JL Audio speakers, 1 pair bow, 2 pair 
cockpit

PREMIUM SOUND

• Hide-away primary unit

• Remote control at helm and transom

• JL Audio amplifier – up to 2,000 watts

• JL Audio speakers, 1 pair bow, 2 pair 
cockpit, 1 pair transom, Roswell tweeters 
where equipped

• JL Audio subwoofer – 1 each

• Optional 8” JL Audio tower speakers & 
amplifier, 1 pair – 400 watts (hardtop 
option does not include speakers)

PLATINUM SOUND

• Hide-away primary unit

• Remote control at helm and transom

• Roswell amplifier – up to 2,550 watts

• Roswell R1 speakers, 1 pair bow, 2 pair 
cockpit, 1 pair transom, 1 pair tweeter 
where equipped

• Roswell R1 subwoofers, one 10” and one 
12” (two 12” on R35) 

• Speakers are RGB light ready

PLATINUM SOUND W/TOWER OR 
HARD TOP SPEAKERS

• Platinum sound (see above)

• Roswell amplifier – up to 2,900 watts 
(3,350 watts R30/R35)

• Roswell R1 8” tower speakers, 2 pair – 
RGB light ready

• Arch Speakers not available with hard top 
on models R30, R35, and A36 – speakers 
are integrated into hard top.
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Cobalt’s Surf Class comprises of four models, including the CS23 Surf and three R Series models, the R4 Surf, R6 Surf and R8 Surf. Similar in 

most ways to their source boats, the Surf Class models are different in that they’re equipped with either the unique Cobalt Surf System or, in 

the case of the CS23 Surf, Cobalt’s legacy TruWave technology. The R-Series incorporates a revolutionary hull design, our programmable Volvo 

Penta surf management software and our new hydraulic SurfGate™ technology, the Cobalt Surf System delivers both the stand-out Cobalt ride 

and ideally shaped waves for a perfect surfboard and wake-board experience.

With its safer, forward-facing propeller layout and power-trim control, the Cobalt Surf System allows you to continually configure and tune 

the boat’s attitude and speed to create a continuous, world-class wave. Easy to set up and use, the CSS provides smooth transitions, a wide 

push zone and a solid wake pop on either side of the boat.

Sports Authority
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R4 in Pacific Blue/Rich Ebony Exterior with Frost/Slate Interior

Sports Authority



Here’s how the Cobalt Surf System works: 

1. Fill the ballast tanks

2. Set the GPS-directed cruise control to the desired speed of travel

3. Select Surf Left or Surf Right for wake location

4. Throttle up and start

In SURF Performance mode, the surf tabs automatically deploy and adjust, getting the boat on plane and up to speed at any ballast level. The 

system’s power trim capability ensures that the wave and the soft, dry stand-out Cobalt ride are maintained with no loss of control. The driver 

can set the system for surfing, wakeboarding or smooth cruising, all with the confidence that Cobalt’s Volvo Penta drive is maintaining full 

control by pulling the boat through the water, rather than pushing it from behind.

Sports Channel

For Surf Series product information, visit 
https://cobaltboats.com/surf-class/surf-series/

or scan the QR code above.



Sports Channel
With the touch of a button, the Cobalt Surf System gives you a perfect wake 
on either side of the boat, all day long.



Sports EventWith a uniquely refined interior complemented by unsurpassed watersports 
capability, the R4 Surf excels in entertaining and effortlessly providing the 
stand-out cobalt ride.

Equipped with standard dual 7” glass 
cockpit displays and Cobalt Surf 
System technology

A family-sized sport runabout incorporating 

sleek lines, crisp handling and a range of 

options, the new R4 Surf features a 24’ 3” 

length and an 8’ 6” beam, accommodating 

up to 13 passengers and their gear. Add a 

wealth of standard features along with CSS, 

and the R4 Surf offers the ride, performance 

and fun that make each day feel timeless.

Scan the QR code for R4 Surf information, or visit  
https://cobaltboats.com/surf-class/surf-series/r4-surf/



R4 Surf in Shale/Knock Out Red/Rich Ebony Exterior with Carmel/Carbon Interior  •  Length Overall: 24’ 3’’ (7.39 m)  •  Beam: 8’ 6’’ (2.59 m)  •  Dry Weight: 6150 lbs. (2790 kg)  •  Capacity: 13 persons

Sports Event



Sports Highlight
The R6 Surf effortlessly blends smoothness and sophistication to enable endless 
possibilities of taking the people who mean the most to the places that mean the most.

Offers a wealth of standard features, 
including a head compartment

Powerful and smooth, the R6 Surf delivers 

excitement and elegance in equal measure. 

At 25’ 9”, the R6 Surf incorporates 

wrap-around yacht-style seating and plenty 

of room for watersports gear. Paired 

with Cobalt Surf System’s best-in-class 

SurfGate™ technology that shapes the 

perfect tournament style waves, style, and 

comfort making every day in the water an 

event is effortless.

Scan the QR code for R6 Surf information, or visit 
https://cobaltboats.com/surf-class/surf-series/r6-surf/



R6 Surf in Knock Out Red/Frost Exterior with Slate/Frost Interior  •  Length Overall: 25’ 9’’ (7.85 m)  •  Beam: 8’ 6’’ (2.59 m)  •  Dry Weight: 6100 lbs. (2766 kg)  •  Capacity: 14 persons

Sports Highlight



Sports Center
The strikingly redesigned R8 paired with the renowned Cobalt Surf System 
undeniably distinguishes the R8 Surf as the ultimate luxury performance statement.

Spacious bow, cockpit and aft  
accommodations

At 27’ 10”, the R8 Surf provides room for 

more of everything, with a deeper cockpit 

and an expansive interior that offers more 

fore and aft seating. Combine all this with 

Cobalt handling and quality, and such 

innovations as our patented easy-entry swim 

step and Cobalt Surf System capability, 

and the R8 Surf may as well be your new 

summer home.

Scan the QR code for R8 Surf information, or visit 
https://cobaltboats.com/surf-class/surf-series/r8-surf/



R8 Surf in Navy/Bayside Blue Exterior with Slate/Frost Interior  •  Length Overall: 27’ 10’’ (8.48 m)  •  Beam: 8’ 6’’ (2.59 m)  •  Dry Weight: 6700 lbs. (3039 kg)  •  Capacity: Yacht Certified

Sports Center



Sports Vehicle
Featuring digital elements, ergonomic excellence, and luxury materials, 
the CS23 Surf may be the ultimate off-road SUV.

Sleek, simple and artful styling with 
best-in-class standard equipment

At 23’ 8” in length, the CS23 Surf is the 

place where design and elegance meet. With 

its surf-specific hull and a deck designed 

for fun, the CS23 Surf makes the case 

that thrilling performance, a comfortable 

ride and premium materials are even 

more enjoyable with Cobalt’s TruWave 

Technology.

Scan the QR code for CS23 Surf information, or visit 
https://cobaltboats.com/surf-class/surf-series/cs23-surf/



CS23 Surf in Pacific Blue hull bottom with Terra Brown Interior  •  Length Overall: 23’ 8’’ (7.21 m)  •  Beam: 8’ 6’’ (2.59 m)  •  Dry Weight: 3950 lbs. (1792 kg)  •  Capacity: 12 persons

Sports Vehicle



Towers & Options
Customize your Cobalt Surf Series with the many available options 
and features to make your Cobalt the boat of your dreams.

Towers and Options Pictured:

A. Folding Prisma Arch with Sunshade - 
available in black or white.

B. Folding Aluminum Arch with Sunshade 
- available in black or white.

C. Stainless Steel/Aluminum Fixed Arch 
with Sunshade - available in black or 
white.

D. Tonneau and Mooring Covers - for 
bow and cockpit, provides protection 
from elements while allowing interior 
to breath.

E. Swim Step - a patented Cobalt 
exclusive feature available on all 
models.  
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Your new Cobalt comes with the 

basics of the good life already aboard 

– comfort, convenience, luxury and an 

unmistakable sense of security. Now 

comes the optional equipment to help 

you customize your Cobalt. Go ahead, 

Design your Dream. For a complete 

list of options and standard equipment, 

visit our website at CobaltBoats.com, 

and our Design Your Dream tool.

For Design Your Dream information, visit 
https://cobaltboats.com/design-your-dream/

or scan the QR code above.

The Cobalt Experience
Delivering uncompromising performance, thoughtful innovation, head-turning style, unparalleled craftsmanship and a timeless series of lasting memories, Cobalt Boats has been the 
standard by which day boating has been measured for more than 50 years.

Handcrafted with unmistakable quality, every Cobalt benefits from our long tradition of attention to detail. Incorporating luxury materials, premium components 
and ergonomic design, the true essence of Cobalt is found in the personal satisfaction each of our skilled workers derives from knowing that your dream boat has 
been designed, assembled, tested and quality-checked as if it were their very own. 

You’ll feel it in the ride. You’ll feel it in the handling. But most of all, you’ll feel it in the way you’re welcomed to a higher level of boating satisfaction when you 
step aboard, where each trip becomes a personal voyage of discovery.

Equipment and specifications are subject to change 
without notice. See your Cobalt dealer for details.

STANDARD SOUND

• Hide-away primary unit

• Remote control at helm (transom remote 
optional)

• JL Audio speakers, 1 pair bow, 2 pair 
cockpit

PREMIUM SOUND

• Hide-away primary unit

• Remote control at helm and transom

• JL Audio amplifier – up to 1,400 watts

• JL Audio speakers, 1 pair bow, 2 pair 
cockpit, 1 pair transom

• JL Audio subwoofer

• Optional 8” JL Audio tower speakers & 
amplifier, 1 pair – 400 watts

PLATINUM SOUND

• Hide-away primary unit

• Remote control at helm and transom

• Roswell amplifier – up to 2,200 watts

• Roswell R1 speakers, 1 pair bow, 2 pair 
cockpit, 1 pair transom

• Roswell R1 subwoofers, one 10” and one 
12” 

• Speakers are RGB light ready

PLATINUM SOUND W/TOWER

• Platinum sound (see above)

• Roswell amplifier – up to 2,900 watts

• Roswell R1 8” tower speakers, 2 pair – 
RGB light ready

• Not available on CS23 Surf
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With the 10 Series, Cobalt applies everything we’ve learned about design, ride, performance, quality materials and attention 

to detail to pack the maximum amount of fun into a smaller form factor. Each model is every inch a Cobalt, driven by the 

point that you, like us, strive to go above and beyond.

That’s why each 10-Series model comes with standard features that make day boating more comfortable and more enjoyable. 

Each also offers a long list of options that enable you to personalize your boating experience, from operational choices to 

interior, lighting and entertainment enhancements that make each ride more memorable.

But there’s no choice at all when it comes to boating pleasure, with spacious bow seating, an easy-to-navigate layout, and 

clean lines that set you apart – and take you above and beyond – on any crowded waterway.

Above and Beyond

For 10 Series product information, visit 
https://cobaltboats.com/sterndrive/10-series/ 

or scan the QR code above.

220S CS22 CS23 CS23SURFA29 A36 A36BR R4 R6 R8 R30 R4OB R6OB R8OB 23SC 25SC 30SCR35 R4SURF R6SURF R8SURF

220S

22’

CS22

22’

220S CS22 CS23 CS23SURFA29 A36 A36BR R4 R6 R8 R30 R4OB R6OB R8OB 23SC 25SC 30SCR35 R4SURF R6SURF R8SURF
CS23

23’

220S CS22 CS23 CS23SURFA29 A36 A36BR R4 R6 R8 R30 R4OB R6OB R8OB 23SC 25SC 30SCR35 R4SURF R6SURF R8SURF



CS23 in Pacific Blue/Shale Exterior with Tahoe Grey Interior

Above and Beyond



Optimum E fficiency
The 220S invites all to step aboard with its welcoming features and timeless design, 
encouraging you to make the most of each moment of each excursion.

Spacious interior with reversible 
forward- or aft-facing passenger seats

While we’re very good at making our boats 

bigger on the inside and smaller on the 

outside, the 220S might be our crowning 

achievement in efficient design. Carrying up 

to 12 people and their gear, the 220S has a 

layout and feel that belies its 22’ 10” length. 

And with its stadium seating, patented swim 

step and athletic performance, it’s a true 

crowd-pleaser. 

Scan the QR code for 220S information, or visit 
https://cobaltboats.com/sterndrive10-series/220s/



220S in Sunburst/Rich Ebony with Tahoe Grey Interior  •  Length Overall: 22’ 10’’ (6.96 m)  •  Beam: 8’ 6’’ (2.59 m)  •  Dry Weight: 3700 lbs. (1678  kg)  •  Capacity: 12 persons

Optimum E fficiency



Compact  Performance
Handcrafted and innovative elements encompass the essence of the CS22, 
delivering an unparalleled, extraordinary boating experience.

Featuring island sun lounge, 
wrap-around swim platform 
extensions and full boarding step

Mirroring the clean lines of the CS23, the 

22’ 6” CS22 stands on its own in delivering 

the visual impact, stand-out ride, exciting 

performance and premium interior that 

ensures special moments on the water. 

Just as its island sun lounge, walk-through 

transom and flip-down swim step show your 

family and guests a good time, the long list 

of standard equipment confirms what a 

smart decision you’ve made.

Scan the QR code for CS22 information, or visit 
https://cobaltboats.com/sterndrive10-series/cs22/



CS22 in Classic Shale w/Rich Ebony Platform Exterior with Tahoe Grey Interior  •  Length Overall: 22’ 6’’ (6.86 m)  •  Beam: 8’ 6’’ (2.59 m)  •  Dry Weight: 3400 lbs. (1542  kg)  •  Capacity: 11 persons

Compact  Performance



Simply Balanced
A companion to the CS22, the CS23 provides additional room to make the most 
of the special moments you’re proud to share with family and friends.

Sleek, elegant deck and hull styling  
with island sun lounge and wrap- 
around swim platform extensions

At 23’ 8” in length, the CS23’s timeless 

good looks show how well simplicity works 

together with elegance. Even better, with a 

new hull and deck design that incorporates 

everything we’ve learned over the past 50 

years, the CS23 makes the case that thrilling 

performance, a comfortable ride, premium 

materials and such features as digital audio, 

lighting and cockpit instrumentation are 

truly a winning combination.

Scan the QR code for CS23 information, or visit 
https://cobaltboats.com/sterndrive10-series/cs23/



CS23 in Pacific Blue/Shale Exterior with Tahoe Grey Interior  •  Length Overall: 23’ 8’’ (7.21 m)  •  Beam: 8’ 6’’ (2.59 m)  •  Dry Weight: 3700 lbs. (1678  kg)  •  Capacity: 12 persons

Simply Balanced



Towers & Options
Customize your Cobalt 10-Series with the many available options 
and features to make your Cobalt the boat of your dreams.

Towers and Options Pictured:

A. Folding Aluminum Arch with Bimini 
Top available in black or white.

B. Premium Bimini Top - mechanism 
allows bimini to be stowed in an 
upright position, or lowered for 
trailering and storage.

C. Tonneau Cover - for bow and cockpit, 
provides protection from elements 
while allowing interior to breath.

D. Mooring Cover - one piece canvas 
cover to protect your boat interior.

E. Swim Step - a patented Cobalt 
exclusive feature available on all 
models.  

A

B

C D E



Your new Cobalt comes with the 

basics of the good life already aboard 

– comfort, convenience, luxury and an 

unmistakable sense of security. Now 

comes the optional equipment to help 

you customize your Cobalt. Go ahead, 

Design your Dream. For a complete 

list of options and standard equipment, 

visit our website at CobaltBoats.com, 

and our Design Your Dream tool.

For Design Your Dream information, visit 
https://cobaltboats.com/design-your-dream/

or scan the QR code above.

The Cobalt Experience
Delivering uncompromising performance, thoughtful innovation, head-turning style, unparalleled craftsmanship and a timeless series of lasting memories, Cobalt Boats has been the 
standard by which day boating has been measured for more than 50 years.

Handcrafted with unmistakable quality, every Cobalt benefits from our long tradition of attention to detail. Incorporating luxury materials, premium components 
and ergonomic design, the true essence of Cobalt is found in the personal satisfaction each of our skilled workers derives from knowing that your dream boat has 
been designed, assembled, tested and quality-checked as if it were their very own. 

You’ll feel it in the ride. You’ll feel it in the handling. But most of all, you’ll feel it in the way you’re welcomed to a higher level of boating satisfaction when you 
step aboard, where each trip becomes a personal voyage of discovery.

Equipment and specifications are subject to change 
without notice. See your Cobalt dealer for details.

STANDARD SOUND

• Hide-away primary unit

• Remote control at helm (transom remote 
optional)

• Rockford Fosgate Speakers, 1 pair bow, 2 pair 
cockpit

PREMIUM SOUND

• Hide-away primary unit

• Remote control at helm and transom

• JL Audio speakers, 1 pair bow, 2 pair cockpit, 1 
pair transom (transom speakers not available on 
all models)

• JL Audio subwoofer

• JL Audio amplifier – up to 600 watts (up to 800 
watts w/tower speakers)

• Optional JL Audio tower speakers – 1 pair
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Cobalt’s Outboard Class comprises of six models, including the 23SC, 25SC, 30SC and three R Series models, the R4 OB, 

R6 OB and R8 OB. Similar in most ways to their source boats, the OB models are different in that they’re equipped with 

outboard-designed hulls and a choice of single or twin (R8OB & 30SC) Yamaha or Mercury outboard engines, offering 

unmatched power in either salt or fresh water. All are built with our characteristic attention to detail, and all are equipped 

with popular features such as our patented easy-entry swim step. 

With acoustic baffling for a quiet ride, our Outboard Class is specifically engineered to deliver the smooth, stand-out Cobalt 

ride, while providing the efficiency, ease of maintenance and lower cost of ownership that come standard with outboard 

propulsion.

Outboard Experience

For Outboard product information, visit 
https://cobaltboats.com/outboards/sc-series/

or scan the QR code above.
220S CS22 CS23 CS23SURFA29 A36 A36BR R4 R6 R8 R30 R4OB R6OB R8OB 23SC 25SC 30SCR35 R4SURF R6SURF R8SURF

R4OB

24’

R6OB

26’

220S CS22 CS23 CS23SURFA29 A36 A36BR R4 R6 R8 R30 R4OB R6OB R8OB 23SC 25SC 30SCR35 R4SURF R6SURF R8SURF
R8OB

28’

220S CS22 CS23 CS23SURFA29 A36 A36BR R4 R6 R8 R30 R4OB R6OB R8OB 23SC 25SC 30SCR35 R4SURF R6SURF R8SURF
23SC

23’

220S CS22 CS23 CS23SURFA29 A36 A36BR R4 R6 R8 R30 R4OB R6OB R8OB 23SC 25SC 30SCR35 R4SURF R6SURF R8SURF
25SC

25’

220S CS22 CS23 CS23SURFA29 A36 A36BR R4 R6 R8 R30 R4OB R6OB R8OB 23SC 25SC 30SCR35 R4SURF R6SURF R8SURF
30SC

30’

220S CS22 CS23 CS23SURFA29 A36 A36BR R4 R6 R8 R30 R4OB R6OB R8OB 23SC 25SC 30SCR35 R4SURF R6SURF R8SURF



25SC in White/Knock Out Red Exterior with Tahoe Grey Interior

Outboard Experience



Outboard Innovation
With a state-of-the art hull designed specifically for its outboard engines, the R4 OB 
delivers an extraordinary boating experience for lake, river and salt-water recreation.

Feature-rich and versatile sport 

outboard

A family-sized sport runabout incorporating 

sleek lines, crisp handling and a range of 

options, the new R4 Outboard features a 

24’ 3” length and an 8’ 6” beam, accom-

modating up to 13 passengers and their 

gear. Classic Cobalt unparalleled quality 

and a wealth of standard features equip the 

R4 Outboard to deliver a smooth ride and 

tireless performance.

Scan the QR code for R4OB information, or visit  
https://cobaltboats.com/outboards/sc-series/r4-outboard/



R4OB in Bayside Blue/Rich Ebony Exterior with Cocoa/Summit Interior  •  Length Overall: 24’ 3’’ (7.39 m)  •  Beam: 8’ 6’’ (2.59 m)  •  Dry Weight: 4986 lbs. (2262 kg)  •  Capacity: 13 persons

Outboard Innovation



Outboard Style
The R6 OB combines the features of a traditional outboard with timeless Cobalt 
design and a strikingly noticeable presence, offering you the best of both worlds. 

Outboard-optimized hull designed for 

performance and style

Sleek and smooth, the R6 Outboard delivers 

excitement and elegance in equal measure. 

At 25’ 5”, the R6 Outboard incorporates 

wrap-around yacht-style seating and 

plenty of room for watersports gear, while 

style, comfort and a wealth of features 

complement the R6 OB’s performance as 

the powerplant whisks you quietly away to 

adventure.

Scan the QR code for R6OB information, or visit  
https://cobaltboats.com/outboards/sc-series/r6-outboard/



R6OB in Frost/Rich Ebony Exterior with Summit/Frost Interior  •  Length Overall: 25’ 5’’ (7.75 m)  •  Beam: 8’ 6’’ (2.59 m)  •  Dry Weight: 5300 lbs. (2404 kg)  •  Capacity: 14 persons

Outboard Style



Outboard Luxury
The R8 OB reimagines the outboard experience with a uniquely refined 
interior that combines ergonomic excellence with luxury materials.

An 8’ 6” beam allows for a spacious 

interior with large bow and cockpit 

seating areas

At 27’ 10”, the R8 Outboard provides 

room for more of everything, with a 

deeper cockpit and an expansive interior 

that offers plenty of fore and aft seating. 

Combine all this with Cobalt handling 

and quality, and such innovations as our 

patented easy-entry swim step, and you 

have the outboard performance standard 

for any boating excursion.

Scan the QR code for R8OB information, or visit  
https://cobaltboats.com/outboards/sc-series/r8-outboard/



R8OB in Pacific Blue/Rich Ebony Exterior with Frost/Slate Interior  •  Length Overall: 27’ 10’’ (8.48 m)  •  Beam: 8’ 6’’ (2.59 m)  •  Dry Weight: 6500 lbs. (2948 kg)  •  Capacity: Yacht Certified

Outboard Luxury



Outboard Performance
Featuring a wide bow profile and a wealth of amenities, both of these outboards deliver 
performance, and an experience you just can’t live without.

Featuring large bow area and 

oversized sunpad with aft garage

Contoured for convenience, the Cobalt 

23SC and 25SC models’ appeal is evident 

when you step aboard via either the fore 

or aft boarding ladders. Take the helm and 

immediately enjoy Cobalt performance, 

from quickness to plane to a calm, refined 

ride. Fully equipped with thoughtful, quality 

appointments and the choice of ultra-quiet 

Yamaha or Mercury outboard power, all you 

need to add is water.

Scan the QR code for 23SC information, or visit 
https://cobaltboats.com/outboards/sc-series/23sc/



23SC in Classic Bayside Blue Exterior with Summit/Frost Interior  •  Length Overall: 23’ 2’’ (7.06 m)  •  Beam: 8’ 6’’ (2.59 m)  •  Dry Weight: 4200 lbs. (1905  kg)  •  Capacity: 12 persons

Outboard Performance



Outboard Refinement
With its heavily reinforced hull and keel, the 30SC handles wave and weather 
conditions effortlessly, begging your passengers to use its many cupholders.

9’ 10” beam accomodates a large, 

luxurious interior and twin engines

Playing to the traditional strengths of 

outboard design, Cobalt has created 

the 30SC, reviving the classic outboard 

with a purpose-built hull and a choice 

of quiet powerplants. Featuring our 

legendary performance, handling, comfort, 

spaciousness and quality amenities, the 

30SC offers true outboard value, with ease 

of maintenance and fuel efficiency included.

Scan the QR code for 30SC information, or visit 
https://cobaltboats.com/outboards/sc-series/30sc/



30SC in Rich Ebony/Shale Exterior with Tahoe Grey Interior  •  Length Overall: 29’ 10’’ (9.09 m)  •  Beam: 9’ 10’’ (3.00 m)  •  Dry Weight: 9000 lbs. (4082 kg)  •  Capacity: Yacht Certified

Outboard Refinement



Towers & Options
Customize your Cobalt Outboard with the many available options 
and features to make your Cobalt the boat of your dreams.

Towers and Options Pictured:

A. Folding Aluminum Arch with Sunshade - 
available in black or white.

B. Sport Tower with Pull-Out SunShade, 
available in black or white.

C. Tonneau and Mooring Covers - for bow 
and cockpit, provides protection from 
elements while allowing interior to 
breath.

D. Premium Bimini Top - available 
with optional Easy Fold mechanism 
allows a stowed bimini to be lowered 
to a trailerable position without 
disconnecting any hardware.

E. Swim Step - a patented Cobalt exclusive 
feature available on all models.  

A
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Your new Cobalt comes with the 

basics of the good life already aboard 

– comfort, convenience, luxury and an 

unmistakable sense of security. Now 

comes the optional equipment to help 

you customize your Cobalt. Go ahead, 

Design your Dream. For a complete 

list of options and standard equipment, 

visit our website at CobaltBoats.com, 

and our Design Your Dream tool.

For Design Your Dream information, visit 
https://cobaltboats.com/design-your-dream/

or scan the QR code above.

The Cobalt Experience
Delivering uncompromising performance, thoughtful innovation, head-turning style, unparalleled craftsmanship and a timeless series of lasting memories, Cobalt Boats has been the 
standard by which day boating has been measured for more than 50 years.

Handcrafted with unmistakable quality, every Cobalt benefits from our long tradition of attention to detail. Incorporating luxury materials, premium components 
and ergonomic design, the true essence of Cobalt is found in the personal satisfaction each of our skilled workers derives from knowing that your dream boat has 
been designed, assembled, tested and quality-checked as if it were their very own. 

You’ll feel it in the ride. You’ll feel it in the handling. But most of all, you’ll feel it in the way you’re welcomed to a higher level of boating satisfaction when you 
step aboard, where each trip becomes a personal voyage of discovery.

STANDARD SOUND

• Hide-away primary unit

• Remote control at helm (transom remote 
optional)

• JL Audio speakers, 1 pair bow, 2 pair 
cockpit

PREMIUM SOUND

• Hide-away primary unit

• Remote control at helm and transom

• JL Audio amplifier – up to 1,400 watts

• JL Audio speakers, 1 pair bow, 2 pair 
cockpit

• Roswell tweeters where equipped (1 pair 
hardtop JL Audio speakers, if equipped)

• JL Audio subwoofer

• Optional 8” JL Audio tower speakers & 
amplifier, 1 pair – 400 watts (not available 
with hardtop or sport top)

• Transom speakers not available on 23SC 
and 25SC

PLATINUM SOUND

• Hide-away primary unit

• Remote control at helm and transom

• Roswell amplifier – up to 2,550 watts

• Roswell R1 speakers, 1 pair bow, 2 pair 
cockpit, 1 pair transom, 1 pair tweeters 
where equipped (1 pair hardtop Roswell 
R1 speakers, if equipped)

• Roswell R1 subwoofers, one 10” and one 
12” (two 10” on 23SC & 25SC)

• Speakers are RGB light ready

PLATINUM SOUND W/TOWER

• Platinum sound (see above)

• Roswell amplifier – up to 2,900 watts

• Roswell R1 8” tower speakers, 2 pair – 
RGB light ready

• Not available with hardtop or sport top

Equipment and specifications are subject to change 
without notice. See your Cobalt dealer for details.
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